Climate, Sustainability, Biodiversity and Our Green Spaces
Below is a summary of these issues and references to various chapters. Please note that this is in no-way and exhaustive list of the environmental issues
associated with this project and we recommend that you go through to look at the EIS yourself click here. Please refer to the chapters listed for more
information. Several tables and pictures have been sourced directly from the EIS.

1. Climate, Biodiversity and Sustainability Scorecard
Item

Emissions from Project: Construction
Total
Emissions during construction: diesel
Emissions total during operations by
2037
Emissions increase during operations

Western Harbour/ Warringah Freeway Project

EIS Reference

784 000 Tonnes CO2e

Appendix X Table 3-16

42 083 Tonnes CO2e Diesel*
1 035 968 CO2e Tonnes per year

Appendix X Table 3-16

31 651 Tonnes CO2e additional per year**

Appendix X Table 3-26

Ø 6 + Million Tonnes total
1 219 200 Tonnes total
1 327 000 Litres per day***
10.51 Ha soft sediment removed
26

EIS Appendix Table 3-9

Appendix X Table 3-26

(caused by the project by 2037 over and above “doing
minimum” ie) no tunnel project)

Waste generated
Amount of waste to be dumped at sea
Water Usage: per day
Area Harbour to be dredged
No. of threatened species assessed as
occurring in the project footprint
Amount of Green Space Lost
No. of Trees to be destroyed/ impacted

EIS Appendix Table 3-9
EIS Chapter 6-90
EIS Chapter 19
EIS Chapter 19

(The EIS identifies impact to sea horses, sea eagles, eucalypts,
micro bats, fish species, little penguins and more)

7.29 Ha
687 Trees

*Diesel is a Group 1 Carcinogen (IARC/ World Health Organisation)
**Increases 67 950 Tonnes CO2e additional per year if Beaches Link Added
***Includes 837 kL per day potable water used for all construction and operational activities
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EIS Chapter 19, Table 19-12
Appendix W -17

2. Climate Impact Data (Appendix X/ Chapter 26)
Analysis: This table demonstrates that both the Western Harbour Tunnel and Beaches Link will create additional emissions above and beyond what would be
produced via natural traffic growth if we did nothing

Here are some of the reasons why:
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Note: Diesel carries a significant health risk as it is a Group 1 Carcinogen (WHO). Surface Works are predominantly taking place along the Warringah Freeway
from Kirribilli to Willoughby at various stages along school zones. The Warringah Freeway needs a high level of re-work to fit in 4 tunnel ports, 2 stacks and
create flow management to safely accommodate additional traffic. Choosing an alternate route ie) bypassing the Warringah Freeway would have reduced this
impact and resulted in a far better climate outcome. A public transport tunnel would also achieved a much improved result.
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3. Biodiversity (Chapters 17/ 19 and Appendix W)
The proponent has decided to use an immersed tube methodology to build the tunnel across the harbour - this necessitates dredging at one of the most
contaminated points and puts water quality and biodiversity at significant risk.

Appendix Q: Immersed tube section

Chapter 6: Construction Work example loading barge with sludge
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Image from Appendix L showing extent of disturbance in the survey area crossing
the Harbour at Milsons Point and Berry’s Bay.

Appendix C: Environmental Risk Analysis
Analysis: The risks of contaminated sediments being disturbed is high. With mitigation the documents say that the risk becomes low however this means that
this (and many other aspects of the project) are highly dependent on contractors doing the right thing. Where other options are available, they should be fully
explored rather than implementing a high-risk project.
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Some of the threatened species that are identified as likely to be impacted

White Bellied Sea Eagle Hal and Kirsten Snyder

https://australianmuseum.net.au/learn/animals/mammals/newzealand-fur-seal/

https://www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/nsw/matingseason-sexmad-eastern-bentwingbats-to-put-brakes-onnorthconnex/newsstory/c8e29a433f35389eca5563c3af4f309b

Whales in Sydney Harbour. Photo Claudia and Peter
Down Under

Analysis: 3 fauna, 7 threatened land species, up to 13 marine species stand to be impacted by the project including micro-bats, sea horses, sea eagles.
In total 25 threatened species have a likelihood of being impacted by the project.
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A selection of mitigation measures suggested for Biodiversity at Risk (see Chapter 19: Table 19-7)
Analysis: Again the project is highly dependent on mitigation to ensure threatened species are not further harmed. There are many “measures” that are not
included in the EIS and will be developed as part of detailed planning. Given the high risk of toxins

The Little Penguin is one of the threatened species at risk of impact (Chapter 19-45)
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4. Water Quality (Chapter 17)
Catchments Tested
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Risks Environment and Biodiversity: North Sydney and Willoughby Catchments
Appendix S,
Technical
Working
Paper:
Biodiversity

Appendix S: Biodiversity Assessment Report
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Existing Water Quality Problems (Chapter 17)
Analysis: any risk of further contamination would put these water ways at excessive risk. Given the soil testing has shown significant contamination and that
waste water will be discharged to Willoughby Creek there is a real risk of contamination problems. Again the location of works is a real issue being close to
several catchments which discharge into Middle Harbour.

Waste Water to be discharged into Willoughby Creek
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Impact on Stormwater Scheme and Impact on our Parks (Chapter 17)
Analysis: We will lose the watering system for our parks. A plan to ensure our parks stay usable has not been worked out as part of the EIS.
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Water Use (Chapter 24 Resource Management and Waste)
Analysis: An enormous amount of water is required for these works to proceed. Again, the quantity of water needed is a direct result of the construction
methods and route chosen for the project. Public Transport tunnels require far less concrete and therefore far less water and would not require the Warringah
Freeway to be re-built.
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5. Soil Contamination (Appendix M)
Analysis: The project area covers a historic area where farms, industry and a quarry was located. Soil sampling has revealed the presence of Heavy Metals and
other containments. Disturbing these in a residential area close to major catchments that lead into Middle Harbour presents a significant risk to our waterways
and health. See: https://majorprojects.planningportal.nsw.gov.au/prweb/PRRestService/mp/01/getContent?AttachRef=SSI8863%2120200116T053321.586%20GMT for more details.
Table 5-1 Potential areas of environmental interest
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6. Waste Generated by the Project (Chapter 24)
Analysis: A large amount of waste is generated due to the decision to a) Build a road tunnel which are far larger than metro/ train tunnels; b) link tunnels into
the Warringah Freeway which requires near complete reconstruction; c) The choice of an immersed tube construction method which requires the Harbour to be
dredged. Of particular concern is the amount of contaminated waste to be removed and the amount to be dumped out to sea. This project claims to meet
sustainability goals.
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7. Our Green Spaces and Tree Canopy (Appendix W)
Analysis: Access to the following parks will be restricted during construction, we are due to lose over 7 Ha permanently. Parks will also be impacted by dust,
noise and 6000+ construction vehicle movements during construction. With schools at capacity across the area and very little playground space, access to clean
green space is critical. For our community. Removal of green space will also add to urban heating and with over 600 trees due to be impacted/ removed and far
more concrete going in we can expect greater heat issues in and around the Freeway corridor. The EPA states that “Elevated temperatures from urban heat
islands, particularly during the summer, can affect a community’s environment and quality of life.” There is no plan within the EIS to replace green space or
gift more to the community elsewhere. There is a suggestion that a land-bridge at Anzac Park may go some way to address the visual amenity issues however
this would not replace usable green space for schools and sporting groups during construction or after.
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Chapter 6: Construction Work shows some of the lost space at Cammeray and Waverton
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Tree Losses:
Purple =
Likely Losses.
Purple Dots=
definite losses.
687 trees are
under threat
Appendix W:
Arboriculture
Impact
Assessment:.
Please go to the
report for
detail. Click
Here.

North Sydney/ Neutral Bay Tree Losses

North Sydney – Wenona/ The Greens
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Cammeray Golf Course Tree Losses

High St/ Alfred St

Naremburn Tree Losses
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8. Project does not meet Sustainability Requirements under the Act (Chapter 25)
Analysis: The precautionary principle has not been taken in terms of the sensitivity of the foreshore environments, the presence of contamination risks, or the
construction method chosen or the fact that no alternative public transport analysis has been completed. Intergenerational equity is not achieved as future
generations will have less green space with a higher population, the project induces demand and encourages more car use, the project demonstrates that areas
around the project footprint will experience higher levels of congestion and pollution. Given the risks to threatened species and the high reliance on complies
and wide-ranging mitigation measures which have not been fully scoped as part of the EIS it is difficult to claim that biodiversity and ecological integrity is
being maintained by this project. There is no evidence that there is improved valuation of environmental resources. In fact, placing an unfiltered pollution stack
and creating more traffic in and around parks significantly devalues these resources for the community.
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